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Industry growth in 1993 higher than expected
Companies engaged in the UK software and computing
services market grew faster in 1993 than originally
predicted.
As readers will know, we keep financial records on well in
excess of 1,000 SCSI companies operating in the UK.

These companies have combined revenues in excess of
£11 billion. There is no " " " ' " '
doubt that this is by far
the biggest industry;
database in existence. '
Questionnaire based
market research almost
always produces figures
that prove to be too
optimistic. But it is still
difficult to get away with
inaccurate revenue
figures in accounts
which must be
approved by auditors
and be filed at ,
Companies House. Our
industry researches are -
therefore now
considered by many to
be the most accurate
currently available.
We have practically all
the 1993 results relating
to the 53 companies ' *
quoted on the Stock Exchange. These show that:
- revenue growth is back in double gures again - up
12.3%. These companies represent revenues of £2,600m.

- even if the effects ☁of acquisitions and disposals are
excluded, revenue growth was around 10%.

- after actual PBT declines in 1990 and 1991, for the
second consecutive year PBT increased dramatically -
up 33% - in 1993. Total profits, at £212m, are now back

above those recorded in 1989 for the first time.

Private company results representing a further £3 billion
of 1993 revenues have been obtained to date. They show
a similar higher than expected growth.
Based on interim results, in mid 1993 we forecast an 8%

growth. But the market clearly picked up significantly
in the Second half with an excellent 04 for many
companies. This led to our forecast 8% growth proving
to be pessimistic. Now a 10% growth is likely for the
UK SCSI market in 1992/93. If any readers still doubt
these figures, a scan through the company results in this
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50 what are the reasons {or this high growth?
- the most significant reason for the revenue growth in
1993 was outsourcing. As we have said before, this is

not an increase in the total lT spend - merely a switch
from in-house to outsourcing. FM companies, like lTnet,
CFM and Capita, have recorded high organic revenue

,, . , ._ __ . _> growth FM was the

fastest growth market
f for major SCSI
companies, like
' A n d e r s e n
2 Consulting, Sema
and CSC(U K),
resulting in higherthan

☂ average growth rates.

The move away from
in- house activities also
helped companies like

j Admiral (with its
5 training outsourcing)
= and Fl Group

(applications
☂ management) to
» achieve growth higher
than the industry
average. It would be
wrong to assume that
only thepublic sector
was moving to

> > ' > " outsourcing. Around
75% by value of the outsourcing contracts awarded
in the last year were from the private sector.
- profits grew three times fasterthan revenue growth. This,
yet again, was due to cost cutting ♥ in particular reduced
management layers, staff numbers and premises costs.
Hoskyns, Misys and Sema would be good examples of
companies which out 1005 of jobs in 1991/92 followed
by significant profits recovery in 1993. Others, like Logica
and Data Sciences left it until 1993.

Finally, can we once and for all end ☜recession☝ being
quoted as the reason for poor performance. Good
management anticipated change in the market,
adapted their organisations and have prospered. it
was largely only companies with current or past poor
management which suffered in 1993.
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We would like to welcome the many new System House readers
resulting from our recent promotional carnpaign whlch was more
successful than evenWe had hoped. This issue of System House
Is dedicated to the latest 1993 company results. Next month,we
will analyse the financial trendsand rankingsfor 1993 in more detail.

  

issue and the tables on p5/6, will quickly prove the point.
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K ANDERSEN
CONSULTING

In 1985 Andersen Consulting (AC-UK) had UK revenues
of just £15.8m whereas Hoskyns had a UK turnover of
£52m and was second in the UK
SCSl rankings.
There then followed eight years of
phenomenal growth for AC-UK -
overtaking Hoskyns in 1991. In
1993 UK revenues rose by 15%

to £247m putting AC-UK into joint

second place behind lCL. 15%
growth may be less than in

previous years, but it's still higher

than the industry average. Growth
is also all organic. You may
rememberthat Vernon Ellis - i/cAC
Europe - said that not making
acquisitions was "an enormous

bene t". (System House Dec. 92). They
have done it by recognising, some
years ago, the importance of what
many are now calling the
☜transformational outsourcing"
market. l.e. helping large
corporates to change to the new
client server systems whilst in the
meanwhile operating their legacy
systems. it sounds obvious now,
but a few years back companies either did FM on legacy
systems ordeveloped new systems - they rarely did both.
AC worldwide grew by 6% to $2880m in 1993. US
revenues were up 13% to $1410m, which means that
Andersen Consulting's revenues actually declined in non
UK and US markets.
AC-UK is one of the few large companies to report
increased staff levels - up 4.6% to 2,544 at the end of
1993. So the achievement of nearly £100,000 revenue
Ger employee (also up on1992), for an organisation that
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earns around 80% of its revenues from fees, is worthy on
note. This is a third higher than the industry as a whole.
Keith Burgess (i/c AC-UK) says he expects the firm ☜to
double in size by the end of the century'.
AC is an organisation with more than the normal number
of critics. AC can hardly have been pleased with their press
in the last year, covering such sorry tales as Taurus,
operational problems at the Stock Exchange and the
Wessex debacle. But one often feels that Keith Burgess

UK Fee Revenues
' 1985 - 1993

2 172.1";
slow☁

1037 1005 1059 1902 19031091.1900

almost relishesthe criticism. Burgess took the opportunity
of the results announcement to take a swipe at the
hardware manufacturers who have entered the IT services

market but sometimes ☜do not know what to sell, how to

sell it or how to price it☝ and have been ☜dumping sen/ices
and time". Source ♥ Computer Weekly 3rd Mar. 94. But, as he

said, what do you expect when ☜product sales people use
product sales techniques to sell services - its ridiculous".
Source - Computing 3rd Mar. 94.

Well somebody had to say it!

  
Welcome DCS Group plc
In Feb. 94, Mason Investments, which has a quote on the
Stock Exchange, sold its Nigerian electricity supply business
to its management . Its name was changed to DCS Group -

reflecting the remaining business which develops soltware
for motor dealers where it claims a 25% market share and is
#2 to Kalamazoo☁s 33% share . So another quoted UK SCSI
company is born.

Interim results to alst Dec. 93 show PBT down from £121K
to £41K on revenues down 10% at £2.6m. EPS reduced 55%.
Clearly, these results are not of major relevance due to the

changes made in the period.

DOE has just completed its UNIX-based Global Dealer
Management System (GDMS) - and, to their credit, has

avoided capitalising the 22m Fl&D involved.

In March, 008 announced two new acquisitions; Motls
(consideration £300K) and the DMS division of GSl UK (max.
£400K). To fund this a Her-3 rights issue at 55p to raise

£1.05m was announced. They also took a 39% stake in their
French agent - Aaglc SA - for E43K with an option on another

10%. 008 shares have risen 27% in 1994 so far.

  

MR Data Management disappoints
MR Data Management is the UK☂s second largest COM
bureau, as well as being involved in laser printing and

software, with a market capitalisation of £110m.
Last Oct, MR said it was "in excellent shape☝ and was
witnessing "an upturn in orders". The latest results forthe
six months to 31st Dec. 93 were therefore very
disappointing. Although revenues increased 5% to
£19.6m, both PBT at £2.66m, and EPS dropped 34%.

Cash increased by £2.7m to £9.6m.

Among the reasons given for the poor results were ☜one-

off reorganisation costs☝ of £382K, "decline in interest
receivable☝ down from £365K to £212K and ☜on-going
development costs at MEMEX☝, their text retrieval system
for the police market.
MFl "remains optimistic about the remainder of the year☝
and their brokers, Matheson Securities, are forecasting
PBT of £10m.
MR shares actually rose by 4% this month ♥ againSl the
trend. investors clearly share that optimism

April 1994
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Logica - more action required?
Logica☂s results for the six months to 31st Dec. 93 show
PBT down 22% at £3.21m, revenues declined by 2% at
£106.5m and EPS down 11%. That's the bad news.

The good news is that if you strip out restructuring costs -
basically the 100 staff laid off in the six months - profits
would have grown by 28% to £5.3m. Profits (and margins)
from the £25m Logica eamed from Continental Europe
improved significantly from £1.2m to 92m. The US has

proved a bit of a béte noire for Logica ♥ so the 34% increase
in revenues (15% in $) to £13.4m anda halving of losses
to £700K is particularly pleasing. The US is expected to
breakeven for the year as a whole.
By sector, Finance, ☜where there is a buoyancy not seen
for a number of years", grew from 29% to 33% of total
revenues whereas Government declined from 15% to
12%. "Overall the outlook is encouraging although we
expect revenue growth overthe next six months to be
modest". Analysts are forecasting PBT of £12m for the
ear, up from £9m last time, representing a P/E of 26.

Quality ☜meets market hopes☝ ?
Quality Software Products (QSP) announced results for
its first year as a quoted company. Revenues were static
at £13.3m. PBT halved to £553K and EPS was down 65%
to atst Dec. 93. A further net £3m capitalised R&D was
added to the balance sheet in 1993 so readers can work
out what the results would have been if they had used the
same accounting policies as Coda, MDIS, et al.
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The rise...and fall...and rise again
of Pegasus Group

Nine Year PBT and EPS Growth Record
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Comac
It was an eventful 1993 for Comac. In June, Philip
Swinstead bought a19.4% stake and became CEO. In
Nov☁, Comac bought 088 Trident for £18.5m creating the
largest contract staff agency in the UK with combined

revenues of around £64m. The Swinstead effect meant
that, from a 1993 low of 18p. Comac shares rocketed to
an all time high (so far) of 132p.
Comac's results forthe year to 31 st Dec. 93 are therefore
of only academic interest. as we would expect any
company to use the opportunity to clear the decks ☁ For
the record, reVenues of £19.8m included £99m from the
☜old☝ Comac - down 11% on 1992 - and a further £9.9m
from two months trading from 088 Trident. CSS
contributed £498K gross operating profit Loss before
tax of £228K was declared. An exceptional charge of
£773K wasmade for the integration of 088. The 1993
rights issue meant that Comac ended 1993 with £13.3m
net cash.
Results elsewhere in this issue indicate that the IT contract
staff market witnessed a considerable recovery in 1993
which is gathering pace in 1994. Comac reports that in
Dec. 93 it had 1,261 IT contractors placed which had risen
to 1 .350 in Feb. 94. Comac intends "to make its first moves
into the consultancy and systems integration elds in
1.994☝. Acquisitions in these areas are likely. Turning
Comac into a more well rounded system house will allay
some of our concerns. Comac shares were up 17% to
123p this month on the announcement

System House __

   



 

Consistent optimism justified at Capita
Capita and System House have a certain affinity. Capita Dec. 93; a 55% increase over the corresponding period".
was one of the few new issues in 1989; the year we "Significant" FM contracts with the London Boroughs of
launched System House and Capita has been a subscriber Westminster and Bexley, worth £14.5m, start in Apr. 94.
from the off. Indeed, the outsourcing division started with £31m firm
We have consistently given rave reviews of Capita revenuefor1994-morethanthetotalfor1993 asawhole!
and...Capita has responded by always producing Wewerealsoexcitedin1993abouttheCorporate Finance
consistent results. A 33p launch price has since grown business, established with £100m funds from VCs
nearly seven times
to 226p.

We like much of the
Capita setup. In
particulartheirfocus
on local authority/
public sector
0 u t s o u r c i n 9
activities, their

pioneering work in
managed services,

the extension of their
FM activities to
cover property
management and
their astute
management, as

one would expect
from a team
dominated by

 

accountants we was 1986 1991 1935 mm 1990 1991 1992 1993

have never been v." Indlng am Dmmhu

very keen on their
PR, advertising and engineering consulting diversions. Schroder Ventures, Electra and ECI, to assist in public

Latest results forthe year to 31 st Dec. 93 were excellent. sector MBOs. We were disappointed, therefore, that no

Flevenues increased 52% to £50.2m, PET was up 24% deals have been announced sofar. Clearly Capita shared

at £5.46m and EPS was up 23%.Cash reduced from the disappointment and this month Ian Smith from Mercury
£9.6m to £8.4m but £4.4m was paid on acquisitions (West Asset Management (SG Warburg) has been appointed

Wiltshire Software in July 93 for 24m cash and property to head up this division and ☜make things happen".

FM company, Goldcrest, in Apr. 93 for £450K cash) and As to the future, Rod Aldridge (Chairman and CEO) says
a further £3.5m on capital items. "Capita is in good shape and I am optimistic that we will
Outsourcing was once again the star performer with profits make further progress in 1994☝. Almost the same words
up 32% at £2.55m on revenues of £30.6m. This as last year, and the year before... and remember that

represented an 8% margin - lower than the 11% margin accountants are not usually known for declaring their
achieved last year. However, the System House optimism.
subscribers who ☁phoned us last year complaining of Analysts reckon on PBT of £6.7m in 1994 inferring a
Capita☂s cutthroat bid pricing would be well pleased with prospective P/E of 24. ☜High butjustified☝was the universal
such margins themselves! "The division's forward press comment. How could we disagree? System House
projected revenues up to Dec. 98 stood at £118m at 315! has said that consistently since 1989.

 

   
     

  

  

  

GNSTEM - Chairman ☂5 statement consistently Correct] ' g 3 H H. ☁ g☜
INSTEM specialises OOmpUIerised controt"Systems☁:for☁§power st. V V . g . V rcu'stornersvlike:
BNFL. After last year☂s 43% reduction in PBT, Chairman David Gare predictedithatilNSTE d regain itsposition
on the grthh curve in 1993', We expressed eXtreme doubts over this claim but We: are, 'qiiite prepared to eat
humble pie. The results'ior the, year to. 31st Dec; 1993 showed a» 35% increase in revenues to £19.3r'n, a 27.6%
increase in PBT to 21m and a 74% increase in EPS (back to that achieved in 1991. Cash increased by 2300;000.
INSTEM shares rose 23p to 171 p within minutes of the results announcement and have now more than doubled from
their 1993bwo☁f83p. , » . . v V V I I I V g'

lNSTEM, by the nature of its☂market. is involVed With large projects.☁ "The☁uheveri nature these projects. mean! that
several large contracts were delivered'in the year" which 'to☁ some extent☝ explains the signi cant revenue increase.
The biggest of these was the £7m system for BNFL. But lNSTEM"ha_s worked herdifi theYéalrtoput in a new
organisational structure more capable'of proViding the flexibility tocop'e with ' uctuating Asreported
earlier in 1993, the Datatox Ft pharmaceutical analysis programme had been delayedu ! _ 994. ☜Nevertheless this
product still has the support ofvour customer base and deliveries are planned this year'.☁ ' ' ;' r - ' . »
INSTEM is 25 years old in 1994. it has been pro table for every one of those years. There are few (if any) companies
in the sector that can make such a claim. Gare looks forward to continuing that success in 1994. This time we will not

Kcast doubt on his predictions j

_System House 4 April 1994
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MDIS
MDIS was priced at 260p valuing the group at £260m.

Although all the shares were taken up by the institutions,
only 75% of the shares available in the public offering
clawback were taken up. The shares opened at a 10p
discount on 24th March, but recovered to 254p.

MAID
Information group MAID, which we critically analysed last
month, was launched at 110p valuing the group at £89.1m
- marginally below their expectations. but still many times
higherthan ours. Dealings started on 25th March. ending
the first day down 7% at 102p.

Cedardata
As trailed last month, dealings in Cedardata (which
developed the Oracle based clacs accounting system)
commenced on 7th Mar. The placing of 45% ofthe shares
at 105p valued Cedardata at £32.16m but raised just
£1.1m new funds. PBT of "not less than☝ £2.65m and
revenues of £5.9m to 31 st Mar 94 were forecast equating
to a P/E of 17.2.

The fact that Cedardata has an excellent consistent profit
record, an unprecedented 47% profit margin, a strong
balance sheet and no capitalised R&D clearly acted to its
....disadvantagel The shares ended their first month's
trading unmoved at 105p.

Superscape
Dimension International, founded by Ian Andrews and

ex Micro Focus directors Martin Hornby and Alan Wood,

this month changed its name to Superscape and

announced its Stock Exchange float in April. The issue
will capitalise the company at c£10m and raise between

£3-£4m. It joins Virtuality and Division in a growing group
of UK listed virtual reality software specialists. Superscape

'phoned specially to inform us that it did not capitalise its

R&D. Our campaign is clearly having an effect! (Henderson
Crosthwaite - Tel 071 623 9992)

Persona
Network distributor, Persona, has announced that it plans

to float in April with a likely capitalisation of around £20m.
Persona had revenues of £23m and PET of £1.75m in
the year to 315t Dec. 93. Persona is ranked second to
Azlan, which itself came to the Stock Exchange in 1993,
in the UK network distribution market. (Beeson Gregory Jan
071 433 4040).

Oxford Molecular and Unipalm
As trailed last month, Oxford Molecular (software for

drugs design) will float in April with a capitalisation of £30m.
Network software supplier Unipalm will also float with a
cap. of c£18m. (Both Henry Cooke Lumsden ~Tel. 061 834 2332)

 

S 

AAH acquires Peak Systems
AAH Meditel (pan of the £1 .4b AAH Holdings) has
acquired Peak Systems for £1.1m cash plus £1 .4m which
is profit related. AAH Meditei is one of leading suppliers
of clinical management systems for GPs and had
revenues of £11 .6m and PET of £1 .9m in the year to 31 st
Mar. 93. Peak Systems provides community care systems.
Peak made PBT of £195K in the year to 30th Jun. 93.
April 1994

The Others...European Network Engineering (ENE)
has appointed the receivers after TCP/IP supplier
Woolongong "pulled the plug" on its UK distributor. A
consortium including Anglia Telecoms and MHG
Systems has secured an 88% stake in Servo-Trisoft.
The company expects revenues to have grown from £13m
to £20m to end June 94. Enterprise Computer Holdings
has bought US Database Server Systems Inc. for 1 .8m
shares worth £400K. DBSS is involved in business re-
engineering and made a PET of $61K in 1992. Jeff
Trendell☁s Arrival Systems has continued its new found
buying spree by acquiring Systemsdata (service
management software) ofAlton for £250K, mostly in cash.
Skillbase (setup to find jobs for redundant IBMers and
40% owned by IBM) has been sold to H099 Robinson
for £5.5m. UK TPM ND Serviceteam Ltd has acquired
Solix Systems. Solix had revenues of £900K and ND
£17.9m in 1993. Cray Electronics has sold its US Nexus
Custom Electronics subsidiary, which was part of Dowty
IT, to Jaco Electronics for $1.6m cash. The sale will have
"a negligible effect on ongoing profitability". Then on 24th
Mar. Cray sold its defence businesses (CrayTechnology,
Cray Marine and Cray Computer Graphics) in an MBO
for£10.33m. These companies contributed PBT of £1 .5m
last year. Weir Systems has bought BIS Applied
Systems (manufacturing systems) fromACT Group for
an undisclosed sum.

rSar'r'derson and ICL
Sanderson Electronics seems to be experiencing an
acetiisitions explosion. Last month they acquired a 75%
stake. in Brook Street Computers. This month they first
announced the purchase of lCL reseller Nord Group
from the receivers for £5st. Nord had revenues of £61m
and PBT of £91K in the year to stst July 93. Then they
acquired an 80% stake in lCL Commercial Systems Ltd
for £970K in shares ♥ £570K of which represents
repayment of loans. Sanderson also raised a further
£350K as working capital. "ICL has indicated its present

intention to retain this 4.2% inVestment in Sanderson☝.
An additional £1.95m may be paid to lCL depending on
profits to Sept. 96 when the remaining 20% can be bought.
Commercial Systems employs 58 people, supplies ICL
hardware and software products, provides project
management services and acts as a prime contractor. it
was formed in Feb. 94 to "encompass those business
sectors outside the specialised industry segments being
targeted by ICL UK☝.
Last year Sanderson got out of its ill fated hardware

venture with GeneralAutomation. We agreethat "it seems
strange that it is increasing its exposure in this sector"
again. Source - investors Chronicle 4m Mar. 94. J

Lynx holdings buys CSS
Lynx Holdings, another new addition to our CSI Index
this month, has acquired TPM Computer Service
Technology (CST) for £2rn (£1.5m cash plus £500K in
shares). CST made PBT of £322K on revenues of £6.1 m
(£2.5m from TPM, the rest from product distribution) in
the year to Sept. 93. Lynx, itself also involved in TPM,
made PBT of £63th on revenues of £10.8m in the year
to Sept. 93 and are currently capitalised at £20m. Lynx
this month raised £980K through aplacing at 53p. in July
93 Lynx bought Signal Ltd (£1 m ♥ motortrader systems)
and in Nov. 93 Financial Systems Ltd (£2.9m) and
Chess Valley Computers (£2.4m),

System House _  
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Computer People Barometer
IT recruitment and contract staff were the first sectors to

be hit by the downturn in the IT industry in 1989/90. Alter
hitting a peak PBT of 24.1 m in 1989, Computer People
sank to just £145K in 1992. However, Computer People's
own graphs of the demand for contract staff started to
point upwards in Sept. 92 (see System House- Nov, 92). It now
looks as if the nadir was reached in mid 1992 and the
slow recovery can be dated from then.

So Computer People's results for the year to Stst Dec.
93 are of wider interest. They do indeed show a major
recovery. Revenues were up 10% at £68.7m (they had

fallen 7% in 1992). PBT increased nearly sevenfold - from
£145K to £1.1m and EPS recovered from a loss in 1992
to 4.37p. However, even though net borrowings decreased
from £4.8m to £4.1m. interest charges increased by £14OK
to £490K. The recovery gathered pace during 1993 -
operating profits were 63% higher in H2 than in H1. The
UK, representing about two thirds of total revenue, was

the star performer with revenues up 13% and operating
profits up 50%. In $ terms, US revenues tell by 12% but
cost control meant profits up 12%. The joint venture in
Germany has been terminated after 1993 losses of £14OK.
Ex BIS Roger Graham has joined as a non-exec. and the
future strategy will include ☜selective, strategic
acquisitions". Consulting, orcontract staff, forms the
majority of Computer People☁s revenues. Recruitment
placement revenues increased 17% in 1993 to £1.75m -
"the rst year-on-year increase since 1989☝. But it was
recruitment advertising which showed the highest growth
- up 100% on 1992. This does indeed bode well for the
company - and the whole industry - in 1994. Chairman
Rupert Bayfield says this ☜should give added impetus to
continued recovery in profits". The market agreed, pushing
the share price up 29% this month.

 

(Microvitec - coming right at last?
Let☂s recap the Microvitec saga...Loss making Microvitec

its Azlan network subsidiary in an M30 tor £6.5m.
Microvitec continues with bid and pays £3.5m lorthe rump
of Logitek☁s distribution business. , '
Henry Cooke Lumsden, Microvitec☁s broker, ☜con dently
forecast"£2.5rn PET in 1992 and 25m in 1993. But in the
event Microvitec☂s results went trom bad to... a loss of
£2.1m was reported in 1992. On the other hand Azlan

. made a protit of £2.95m in the year to 31 st Mar 93 and a
£50m price tag when it floated in late 1993.
In Jan. 93, Microvitec sold ☜loss-maldng☂logiteK for £2.5m
in an M30, losing £620K on the transaction.
Results for the year ended 31 st Dec, 1 993 showed a
considerable improvement. PST at £1 .6m,compared with
the 22.1 in loss in 1992, on revenues of 935.2111 (£49.89m).
indeed, profit on continuing operations increased by 83%
to £2,2m on revenues up 10% at £33.3m. The disposal of
the Logitek distribution business not only stemmed the
losses but alsoreduced borrowings. Chairman, James
Bailey says the company ☜has made a promising start to
1994,.and- expects to build on the advances which have
been made in 1993☝.
It is about time. That HCL "Strong Buy" reoon☂tmendation
on 31st March 1992 was issued when Microvitec shares
could be bought for 35p. Two years later Microvitec ended
kMarch 1994 close to their two year high of....32pl   

7"

makes hostile bid for, previously cuneistently_succesSiul☂
but now in trouble, Logitek. Lo☁gitek raises cash by selling

 J 

\

☂Echds of IBM at :Radius pjlc
RadiUS hasannounced a loss of £1 .17 mfor the 13 months
to :31_st☂_Dec.v.93 compared ith: PBT of.£1,23mfor the
previous 12 "months. R are do In :31 1223.27.11

 

   

 

     

compared ☜1.359401. Gas ed by over, 31"☜
1621 amphairménmk Flo ens" , b'e'stheseresults
'a☁s-☁exlreinely disap hg , 'h usi'sohappeM, to
bathe same werdsu's by hn I are to describe lBM☁s

$2»8,l93☜☁°"'l°§$l" 199T ., . .:. - ~ . . v
Last year,='alter annou I ngja profits reco ry. Roberts

-"We arewallpoe ioned to benefit from rhlsexciring,

b wnuniM';T.h¢n-i-8 éitheinté ms☁tofatstMar 93
showed an unexpectedlos' £466K, he predicted ☜an
.impmvemeht inthe'se ' " Havings☁et☁ theinarket :

  

    
taster than eXpected,'this cameas' rather a stirprise.☁ln
the event3the tullyea☁rj results'were☁ even Worse than
expected; .' ' ☂ 'V . '
'Sbthe☁comparison with☁lBMi ' " "so silly.'_Both companies .
seem'cjuite ade☁pt☁fat giving adj'newscoupted. with
repeated false expectationstoi☁th'e Mme-Indeed Roberts ,
even blames his problems at 'Fla☁dius'on 1- f'di icult trading
conditions associated With the sale of hardware and the
supply of services to☁the mainframe, marker☁f too.
Software products (now mostly UNIX)☁ is the core busineSs
-☁ feeding the other associated s'eriiic☂e's.» Main Vertical
market's include systems for retail (which "performed well
above expectationsfin 1993) accountancy practices
(☜beloiriexpectation's☁ local Bicentr'al government ("below
expectations") and printing software "(☂excellent'y. "The
hardWare maintenanCebusiness traded satisfactorily
and continued to ☂ovei'come h Hetlects otreducing
maintenantm rates by efficiencies☜. 3We are
pleased to learn that 43% otrevenues☁ ♥ £10.1m - now
come from recurring annual support services. Hardware

sales have dropped from 36% of revenues in 1989 to just
'9%'in1993. g g -' ,. 'i ☂ ,,
or course, Roberts is 'c'oh dent' about the tuture,.£just
like he and the previous Chairman; Edward Sharp, said

Kin 1990, 1991, 1992; 1993.... Radius shares tell 15%.

    
J

Serco, the high tech FM company
Serco Group plc has announced PBT up 31% at £9.4m
on revenues up 25% at £187m for the year to Btst Dec.
93. Readers may think this is of no real industry interest,
but they would be wrong.
Serco☂s Systems Engineering business is all SCSI related
- it had reVenues of £23.3m in 1993. Serco says that a

further £100m+ revenues are ☜IT related" - such as the
FM contract with the RAF☁s Fylingdales missile early
warning station, high tech air traffic control systems and
work for the European Space Agency.
Of course. Serco is perhaps better known for its property

management and cleaning services. But it is interesting

how many of the ☜conventional FM" suppliers are now
moving into these areas under the ☜managed services"

banner. A coupling of Serco with such a conventional FM
player would be very interesting...
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Has the new issue bubble burst?
March might well be regarded as the month when the
bubble nally burst. The l-☁I'SE 100 tell nearly 5% but
fortunately our CSI Index declined by amore modest 2.3%.
This meant that every one of the new issues failed to end
the month higher than their launch price (see p7). This
does not bode well for the many other new issues in the
pipeline unless expectations are adjusted downwards.
The largest fall was LBMS (p12) which fell by a third due
to their profit warning. investors did not take to
Enterprise☂s liquidations followed by US purchases -

At the other end of the scale, Computer People rose
29% due to excellent results (p8). Investor reaction to the
latest results from Comac (+17% - p3) and iNSTEM
(+14% - p4) was also favourable.

CSI Index
FI'SE 100

FTSESmailCa

Month (25/294 - 25/0/94)

    

  

  

N _ ☁ From 15111140109 +52.37%
writing their shares down by 20% as a result. Sodeen From 15! Jan 90 +05.03% +02.47%
companies experienced double digit % falls - a list which ja" g; ☜21:33:? +32???
Included many of the last year☂s new entrants Ili<e Qllnlcal, From 15! J: 93 27:35.; 29:92.);
Centregold, Phonellnk, On-Demand and D1vrsron. me 151.13" 94 +2.17% .3272,

Share price Share price Capitalisalian Capitalisatlon

Share Price Capitulation Historic Ratio CSI index 19 male 56 move move (Em) move (Em)

255lt994 (2p) 250/1094 (Em) PIE CapJFiev. 25KII94 since 25/2/94 ln i994 since 25/2!☜ In 1994

ACT 21.70 202070111 17.4 2.10 2746.00 009% 20.98% -2 10.001n 257.com
111111111111 25.40 £58.30m 19.6 1.59 0910.04 9.50% 11.04% 25.10111 25.901n
Azian 22.44 250.0001 29.0 1.29 1060.87 792% 4.92% .2 4.60m .2 mm
0.111111 22.26 2107.10n1 28.6 2.10 6766.79 5.12% 5.04% £5.20m .2 5.70m
1061111111211 21.05 20216111 25.0 6.11 1000.00 0.00% 0.00% 20.00111 20.00n1
Centregold £1.20 £48.30!☜ 21.2 0.71 960.00 43.04% -25.93% -£ 7.20m -£ 16.90m

Clinical Corryuiing £1.33 £21 .60m 21.2 8.21 1072.58 -13.07% 7.26% ~£ 3.20m £1.50m

Coda £2.34 £61.40!☜ 24.4 2.62 995.74 -8.95% -0.43% -£ 6.00m -£ 0.25m

Comac Grow £1.23 £45.00m Loss 2.28 6833.31 17.14% 11.82% £6.607n £4.80m

Computerised Financial £1.33 £6.25m 20.7 1.94 1477.78 6.40% 47.78% £0.37m £2.02m

Conputer People £1.81 £25.10m 41.4 0.37 744.86 29.29% 67.59% £5.70!" £10.10!"

Cray Eledronics 21.71 2075.001n 16.6 1.07 997.00 40.00% 5.90% -2 41 .80m 221 .00111
cm 21.11 259.10m 19.9 1.26 1227.78 0.91% 12.76% .2 2.00m 27.00111
DCS 61111111 20.76 25.02n1 26.0 0.96 1266.67 8.57% 26.67% £0.42m 21.12m
Divion 611111., 21.00 200.60m Loss 16.25 2500.00 40.71% 20.46% -2 4.00m £6.40m
Electronic Data Pmoe§ing £1.88 £49.10m 16.1 3.42 5755.10 4.59% -5.05% -£ 1.80771 -£ 2.50m

Enterprise £0.19 £14.30m Loss 0.25 148.00 -19.57% -41.27% ~£ 3.40m -£ 11.40m
Gresham Telecomputing £0.72 £23.50m n/a 4.04 774.19 -14.29% 435.14% -£ 3.90m -£ 12.00m

INSTEM £1.60 £7.25m 10.8 0.38 1600.00 14.29% 18.52% £0.90m £0.79m

Kalamazoo £1.28 £48.70m 29.7 0.86 3657.14 0.79% 26.00% £0.40m £10.60m

Kewiil 22.58 230.607☜ Loss 0.92 1000.00 -6.30% 13.96% -£ 2.10m £4.10m

Kode Imematlonal £1.28 £11.90m 18.3 0.48 595.35 -10.49% ~20.00% ♥E 1.40m -£ 3.00m

Learrnonth A Burchett £0.95 £17.00m 13.4 0.72 791.67 42.62% ~34.48% -£ 8.30m -£ 9.00m

Logical £2.91 £179.30m 33.4 0.82 797.26 -4.S9% 6.59% -£ 8.30m £11.40m

Lynx Holdings £0.54 £21.80m 13.5 2.02 1350.00 3.85% 22.73% £2.00m £5.00m

MAID 21.02 262.60n1 11/6 14.49 927.27 -7.27% -7.27% -2 6.50m -2 6.50111
MDIS 22.54 2254.001n 17.0 1.71 976.92 2.01% -2.01% -2 6.00m -2 6.00m
MR 0111a Managean 22.06 2114.00111 22.9 2.00 817.46 4.04% 0.49% 24.40111 20.701n
MaQD4 26.55 214090111 19.7 6.40 2641.10 -1.50% 0.09% -2 2.00m .2 5.10m
Miao Focus £9.28 2101.00n1 0.9 1.57 4400.09 -5.60% 720% 92 7.00111 -2 10.20m
Microgen £1.48 £58.307n 14.9 1.09 632.48 -9.20% 0.00% -£ 5.90m £0.00m

Micmvitoc 20.02 22040111 15.2 0.56 780.49 90.57% ♥1 54% .2 1.90m .2 0.80m
M☁sys £5.11 £198.30m 18.7 2.23 1271.14 -6.75% 1.19% -£14.30m £2.40m

MMT £1.78 £20.00m 24.2 2.83 1059.52 10.56% 24.48% £1.90m £4.70m

OwDemand £0.99 £50.50m n/a 2.66 1269.23 -|1.61% 42.39% -£ 6.60m -£ 7.10m

P&P £0.71 £39.60m 16.8 0.18 318.39 -7.79% 10.94% -£ 3.30m £4.10m

P395315 £2.03 £12.70m n/a 1.69 553.13 -11.74% -5.14% -£ 1.70m -£ 1.40m

Phonelink £3.71 £131.60m nla 141.51 2393.55 -11.67% 1.92% -£ 17.407n £2.40m

Proteus £2.92 £80.00m Loss nIa 3476.19 -8.75% {10.64% ~E 7.70m -£ 35.40m

Quality Samara 24.24 200.com 50.1 2.47 1115.79 3.16% 4.69% 21 .00n1 £1.50m
Radius £0.29 27.92111 Loss 0.34 210.14 ♥14.71% 3.57% -俉 1.36m £0.28m

RealTlme Control £1.04 27.28771 21.3 1.19 2122.45 0.00% 42.47% 20.00771 £2.17m

Role 6 Nolan £3.08 210.70m 21.1 1.67 1600.00 42.75% 4.41% .2 2.70m 22.00111
Sage Group 25.24 210000111 16.1 2.64 4000.77 0.02% 2.75% 2 2.70m 20.90111
Sanderson 20.20 200.4001 10.6 1.20 1061.70 671% 0.00% -2 0.80m 21.90n1
Sema Group 20.00 2060.00n1 20.6 0.72 1205.05 7.97% 26.77% £28.80m 277.901n .
Sherwood £0.31 24.94111 2.4 0.20 675.00 471% 26.06% -2 0.24m 2 1.77m
Standard Pla onm £0.36 £1.43m Loss 0.53 159.99 40.00% 12.50% -£ 0.16m £0.13m

Total £0.35 £1.95!" 6.2 0.68 660.38 0.00% 45.83% £0.00!" -£ 0.45m

Trace 20.00 25.41m 40.7 0.00 012.00 11.40% 2.60% .2 01.69111 20.02111
V993 Group £2.08 £29.40!☜ 19.8 3.30 1704.92 -17.79% -5.02% -£ 6.30m -£ 1.50m

wnuaiity £3.25 984.901☜ 71/a 16.17 1911.76 -3.85% 4.81% -£ 3.40m ~12 1.60m

Vistec £0.29 £34.90"! 16.6 0.90 1239.13 0.00% 18.75% 20.10") £5.60m

Wakebourne £0.03 £27.20m 17.7 1.13 722.22 -18.75% L 116.67% -£ 6.20m £14.70!"         Note: CSI Index set at 1000 on 15th April 1989. Any new entrants to the Stock Exchange are allocated an index of 1000 based on the issue price.
The CSI index is not weighted; a change in the share price 01 the largest company has the same effect as a similar change for the smallest company.
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 ☜System House

"Another year of consistent growth for Admiral"
We have used the word "consistent" so many times in our
reviews of Admiral over the years that readers will
remember we started to refer to that consistency as
☜boring☝. System House'sclaim to fame is that many other
companies now label their own results "as boring as
Admiral☂s".

Latest results for the year to 31 st Dec. 93 continue to be
boringly excellent. Revenues increased 18.7% to £36.6m,
PET was up 15.6% at £4.6m and EPS rose 14%. It would
have been higher but interest rate reductions resulted in
interest received decreasing by £200K to £260K even
though cash increased from £4.4m to £5.3m.
The rather less boring event of the last year was the
winning ofthe Barclays Bank training outsourcing contract
and the acquisition of The Training Centre for £1 .25m in
Jan. 94. This makes Admiral ☜one of the largest providers
of face♥to-face IT training in the UK". Staff increased,

against the trend, by 20% to 662 and, as a result of the
training additions, had risen to 790 by Feb. 94.

The move. some years back, into the client/server market,
now representing around 18% of revenues, has really
scored forAdmiral and puts them into an excellent (Admiral
says ☜dominant☝) position in this all important high growth
market. The past reliance on the defence sector has been
consistently lessened and now represents just 26% of
revenues. Commercial and industrial activities. having
increased from 21% to 28% of revenues, are now larger.

The only negatives on the trading front were activities
overseas . The Singapore operation made a loss, Australia

has suffered and European expansion has failed to
materialise.

Chairman Clay Brendish says ☜1994 promises to be
another successfulyear for the company. The future looks
good". Analysts are expecting PBT of £5.7m for 1994

representing a fairly modest 15 P/E.
It seems an easy target - provided Brendish does not

decide to do anything exciting...
But was there "excitement" in the Admiral boardroom in
1993☂? Firstly Ops Director Stuart Wild left then, just before
Christmas, it was announced that Finance Director

Christina Boyd was leaving for ☜personal reasons☝. The
usual tributes failed to appear in the Chairman's statement.
Not unusual at all says Brendish - he just doesn☂t like
tributes. However successful Admiral may be, to lose two

directors in a year must raise some eyebrows.

lMl☂s ☜non core" computing activities
Last monthwe reported that Sanderson Electronics had
bought75% of Brook Street Computers from IN" to☁r
£544K. lMl's own☝ results for t'o31 st Dec. 93', announced
this month, testify to the ☜fiasc'd☂ we referred to in last

 

month☂s headline. The loss on disposalcost IMI £59m,
lMl☂s SCSI activities ☜hada veiypoor yearmoving froma
profit of £2.5m to a loss of £4.5m". lMl Computing was
pro table'but Redwood (Untplax) recorded a lossdue to
delays in getting their new product to market. However a
☜return to profits☂fwas forecast in the second half of 1994.
Interestingly. computing was described as a ☜non core☝
activity. Readers know what tends to happen to divisions
similarly descrased.
Trace Computers reported revenues up 5% at £4.5m,

PBT more than doubled at £216K and EPS up 107% in
the six months to 30th Nov. 93. But there is still a long
way to go to match the £1 .8m PBT made in 1990.
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/Micro Focus goes ex-growth? \
Since 1986, we have looked in awe at development tools
supplier, Micro Focus. They have topped almost every
ranking table we have produced. The peak was reached
in 1992 with PBT of £22.3m, ashare price of £30 and a

capitalisation of over £300m.

On the surface the latest results for the year to 31st Jan.
94 are still very good. Revenues increased 21.6% (10%
at constant exchange rates) to £83.8m, PBT was down
by a marginal 4.5% to a still respectable £21.8m. EPS
dipped 5.4%. Cash increased by another £4m to a massive
£57.5m. producing £1.8m net interest in the process.
As Chairman Paul O☂Grady explains "revenues overall
were below plan while costs were in line with plan...this
shortfall was caused by less than planned sales of MVS
based development products on IBM mainframes. This
business has fuelled growth overthe last fewyears but is
now impacted by uncertainty oval whether mainframes
are the most appropriate platform". That neatly
summarises all the worries about the long term future
health of Micro Focus. That uncertainty has led to the
share price "crashing" to under £10 resulting in over £160m
being wiped off the company's value. This was
compounded by US investors who had at one time held
over 40% of the stock and were largely responsible for
the meteoric share price growth. US share disposals
accelerated the crash.
Now co founder Brian Reynolds, who "retired" in early

1992, is rejoining the executive team alongside Paul
O'Grady who regained the CEO position last year in order

to exercise ☜more decisive leadership☝. The future depends
both on how slowly COBOL based development on

mainframes declines and how quickly Micro Focus can
replace such sales with new products like their PC
networking tools. Either way, returning Micro Focus to a

high growth stock will not be an easy task.

Footnote. We have long pointed out that Micro Focus is
one of the few major companies to capitalise product
development. In the last year R&D increased by 35% to
£18.6m of which £8.6m was capitalised. With amortisation

of previous capitalised R&D, a further net £3.3m was
added this year. This is the highest figure on record.
However, the £17.2m intangible asset total is still just 22%

\of net assets. 1

CRT Group - IT training, recruitment and multimedia
We have added CRT Group to our CSI Index this month,
not asa new issue, but because ofthe growing importance
of their SCSI activities. This was brought to our attention
this month when Mark Edwards (ex of Microsoft) was
appointed to head their new multimedia publishing

division. About half of CFlT's £45.8m revenues in the year

to 30th Apr. 93 came from their LlNK and Pitman training

activities ♥ much of which is IT related. In addition £16m
was earned from IT contract staff and recruitment (a la
Computer People). A further £6.5m came from the Doctus
management consultancy activity which CRT decided to
close in Dec. 93 after suffering losses of £700K in the first
half. lnterims to 31 st Oct. 93 showed revenues up 24% to
£20.8m, EPS up 21% but PBT Unchanged at £470K.
CRT's future clearly now lies in its lT training and
recruitment activities.

[5M6 has reported revenues up 19%☁at £129mand PE?  up 23% to £11.1m in the year to☂atst 93. Float now
planned for spring 1995. Put! review☁next☁ month.
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50%+ external growth for sparkling lTnet
lTnet is the wholly owned subsidiary of, and was created
from the internal IT operations of, the giant Cadbury
Schweppes. lTnet claims to be ☜one of the UK's foremost
providers of facilities management, applications
management and managed services☝. It is a very fair claim.

Latest financials for the year to 31st Dec. 93 show total
revenues up 28% at £43.88m. However Cadbury
Schweppes group sales were largely unchanged at
£16.7m and now represent under 40% of revenues,

whereas ☜sales to third parties" increased significantly by
51% from £18m to £27.2m. Our rankings based on their

£18m 1992 revenues put lTnet in #8: slot (system House

Oct, 93) - they look set to improve their ranking for 1993.

PBT increased by 20% to £3.1m representing a 7.1%
margin. lTnet is particularly active in providing FM to the

Public sector where their competitor, Capita, achieved a
broadly similar 8% margin on their outsourcing activities
in 1993. lTnet has also extended its FM operations in the
commercial sector and into ☜desktop FM" with a contract
with LawNet. lTnet says it starts 1994 with an order book
double that at the start of 1993.
Will lTnet will be content to stay in the Cadbury Schweppes

camp? An lstel♥type MBO might look very appealing but
there are quite a few competitors who would regard lTnet
as a jewel commanding a rather higher value than that
which an M80 could muster. It is interesting to note that
Capita, ITnet's closest competitor, is currently on a P/E of
around 26. That would value lTnet at £36m April 1994 1 1
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' CGS. Perhaps CGS will now sell their 28% stake raising

 

of'a 24.5%stake inthe UK FM operations
to France Telecomm. for £8.8m), Rightly
Sema have concentrated on PET exct.
disposals ☁ot £24.9rnr' up 27.8% «and EPS
up 257% ☁ Cashi creased from £55m to

mm * - -*
The: UK grew by'23%' and is now by far _
Sema☁s largest market (£212m or 42%}.
This moves Sema up with place in the
UKSCSl rankings, Sema in Germany
grew by a higher 26% to revenues of
£41 .Sm but France grew more modestly
(ailhough by a still very respectable 11%)
to £170m, _ _ . '
FM operations grew by a massive 65%
to £98m or 20% of revenues. Systems
integration Which grew by 15.5% to
£388m,'or'73%,> is by far the {argest
activity. But sema☁s product activities had
declined by 7% to £36m even before this

month☁s Sale of l-Linie. their German manufacturing
products company, to CGI (IBM) for around £15m in cash.
All this is in direct contrast to the tales of woe at ☜rival☝

mum

 

  

£93m on today☂s prices? ☁14 prospect Sema views with
' positive glee". Source - Computergrarn 1st March 1994. J

 

TPM causes problems at Kode

In July 92, Kode International acquired TPM supplier
DCM from Hillsdown for £3.2m. In Jan. 94 Kode issued a
profits warning citing difficult market conditions at DCM.
DCM☁s MD Joel Jervis resigned soon after.

Results for the year to 31 st December 1993 showed an
11% increase in PBT to £1143K - in line with the lowered
expectations of the profits warning. Revenues increased
by 19% to 俉24.9m but revenues fromcontinuing activities
increased by 36%. EPS fell 18.6% due to the rights issue
in July 1992.

Kode☁s PCB business performed as expected but DCM
Services ☜in the second half encountered fierce
competition from all those engaged in this difficult market.
Prices for computer maintenance were significantly
reduced by many companies and DCM Services had to
respond in order to retain a number of important
customers".

We cannot say any of this comes as a surprise - indeed it

should not come a surprise to Kode as we have pointed
out theperils ofTPM in every article we have written about
them over the last few years. But Kode clearly do listen
as ☜in order to offset, to some extent, the pressures of the
maintenance market, DCM, with some success, expanded
its activities in the FM business". As DCM currently
supports around 50,000 PCs and associated peripherals,
there should be an opportunity to offer Network FM.
Kode is ☜very cautious about the outlook for maintenance
for the immediate future". So are we.
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UK SCSI revenues excel for ICL
ICL☂s results for the year to 31 st Dec. 94 were the envy
of many competitors. ICL was still profitable, although PBT
declined 40% to £23.4m . Revenues increased 6% to
£2.62 billion in the year. UK SCSI revenues (based on
Holway definitions) increased by an impressive 30% to
£415m and maintains lCL☁s #1 UK ranking. FM (via CFM)
increased by 67% to £75m and TPM (mainly Sorbus)
increased revenues'by 14% to £40m. Although UK
hardware revenues advanced by 4%, both operating
software and
own hardware
maintenance us
suffered double
figure revenue
declines.

ICL still needs to
boost its
European SCSI
largtiiéitiehs. Mme

n 99 . i is Tolel sesr .ch own hardwaremonth ,, bough.m
ABB Datasystems of Finland. A full review of ICL☁s SCSI
activities will be resented next month.

20th July - a date for your diary
On Wednesday 20th July 1994, Richard Holway is
repeating his evening soiree, presentingthe findings of
our latest analysis ofthe financial performance of the UK
software and computing services industry, on behalf of

the CSA. The event, which includes drinks and dinner at

the London Metropole Hotel, has been one of

the most popular CSA events in the past.

As last year, a free place will be
awarded to all 1994 Holway Report

purchasers. Order forms will be

sent next month, but please put

the date in your diary now.

Computing

ICL - UK
Revenue breakdown

TOTAL REVENUE

HARDWARE

Operating Soltware

Hardware Maintenance (Own)

Seltware (excl. op. software) .
Protesslnnal services
S/ste ms Integrailon
Facilities Management

Third Party Maintenance

 

   

  

Service.

Association

Good Omens from MCA ?...not on your life!
Anyone reading the reports of the Management
Consultancies Association (MCA) for 1993 might get
the impression that their prestigious members fee based

revenue recovered in 1993. Have none of it. On the surface

UK fees earned were up 7% at £747m and those from IT
increased by 10% to £328m. But if you exclude revenues
from the MCA's four new members- the largest being
CMG and CSC - in our view, reVenues would have
declined lorthe second year in a row. indeed, even the
MCA admit that fees from lT consultancy have declined
by at least 15%. The MCA does report that Q4 revenues
recovered to ☁bre recession income levels☝.
Could it be that what is really happening is that customers
are using sub contract consultants from Comac and

Computer People rather than MCA members?
  

lenegernerri Cerrlultenclel Alleeleliorr
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Yet morediseppointment fromILQMSI
You really have to have nerves ofsteeltobeaLearrn nth
& Burchett (LBMSisha'i-ehotde Ourifil'es contain more
profit warnings☁an'd Chairmanf's e pectations ☁Which don☂t
quite came about☝than almost any other company. In Nov.
93, they announced anunexpected 73%vintierim prefits

dive and the shares plummeted by 60p to:163p.☂ This
month a pro ts warning that full year results will be -_"we/l

short of current expectations☝cauSed a further 44p fall to
96p. Poortrading in the UK was blamed. ☁ ' '
Big, bigger, biggest -
Winning the Inland Revenue outsourcing contract, the

UK☂s largest ever, was only the start. This month EDS
has been awarded what looks like the world's largest FM
deal with Xerox, worth 6 $3 billion over 10 years. As the

deal covers Rank Xerox, whose Euro HQ is in the UK, it
will have ☜a significant positive effect on E08 UK☝.
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